
All Hands In Report Out Tool
Strategic Priority

Collaborate, communicate, and engage together as ECAC partners to improve school readiness

Actions
List the action being worked on:
1. Blueprint level setting for all interested parties in Baltimore City
2. Seeking funding support for the Blueprint work
3. Connecting with consultants to help move the Blueprint work along
4. Create an ECAC report card that will serve as public facing document to track progress on the coalitions work

What work has been done:
1. We created a first round list of persons to be on the Blueprint Ad Hoc Workgroup ( to include, City schools, A representative from

all Headstarts, representatives from Child CareCenter Providers and Family Providers, Judy Centers, Infants & Toddlers, families
with early learners, Mayors office, Health Dept- B-more for Healthy Babies, to name a few)

2. Met with Prenatal 5 group from MAryland Philanthropy Network to discuss Blueprint project plan
3. Met with and have had information sessions lead by Danielle Ewen who is the consultant working with the state.
4. Met with Hyve to consult on portions of the Blueprint work
5. Invited the list of partners to join the Blueprint workgroup and getting confirmation of commitment to work on the group
6. Sample of how a report card could look has been discussed

What else is needed to move this action further or complete it:
- Finalize a Blueprint project plan - this still needs to be worked on
- Launch Blueprint work and Blueprint ad hoc workgroup- actual launch will happen in July

Any new actions as a result of working on this action:
Not at this time

Any items ECAC needs to vote on? No

If so we need background info included
N/A

Performance Measures (Targets)
With the work being done on this action does it move us closer to our performance measures? Yes
Are the additional performance measures / targets that we need? None at this time.
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